
Terms and Conditions

Take a selfie  at our Butterfly Wall in Princess Square, post it to our Facebook or Instagram page 
using #thelexiconbutterflies and you could win some fantastic prizes! Selfie Competition runs 
from Wednesday 8 July to Friday 14 August 2020.

Please read these promotion rules carefully. By entering a promotion, you are deemed to accept 
and be bound by these terms and conditions.

1. Open to residents of the UK aged 16 years and over.

2. No purchase necessary.

3. To take part in the promotion and be eligible to win the prize, entrants must complete the following steps:

Facebook
• Post a picture on The Lexicon Bracknell facebook page
• Use the hashtag #thelexiconbutterflies

Instagram
• Post a picture on their profile
• Have a public profile
• Use the hashtag #thelexiconbutterflies

4. Entries are unlimited however the same photo can only be used once.

5. Pictures must be original and taken by the participant or authorized by the person that had taken the 
picture to take part of the campaign.

6. By submitting your entry you are agreeing and confirming that:

a) You shall be solely responsible for your entry and the consequences of posting or publishing it.

b) The entire copyright in the entry and all content included in it of any nature, including images,  
 is original and belongs to you.

c) You have permission from all people appearing in the entry to submit it for these purposes.

d) Your entry does not disclose any personal or confidential information belonging to you or anyone else.

e) Your entry is not false, a misrepresentation, obscene, offensive, discriminatory or libellous.

7. The winners will be chosen randomly by management team of The Lexicon.

8. There are three gift cards to be won from The Lexicon each worth £40.

9. The Prizes are non-transferable, non-exchangeable and there is no cash alternative available.

Promoter: The Lexicon. Management Suite, The Avenue Car Park, Bracknell, RG12 1AP
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Deadline extended due to popular demand

thelexiconbracknell.com


